The main purpose of this paper is to introduce and discuss the concept of T-roughness in Lie subalgebra and generalized T-rough Lie subalgebras. We define a set-valued homomorphism on a Lie algebra and study some of their properties and useful applications.
Introduction
The notion of rough sets has been introduced by Z. Pawlak [11, 12] , Z. Pawlak and A. Skowron [13] and T. Iwinski [8] . It soon invoked a natural question concerning a possible connection between rough sets and algebraic systems. The algebraic approach to rough sets have been studied by Z. Bonikowaski [2] . R. Biswas and S. Nanda [1] introduced the notion of rough subgroups. N. Kuroki [10] introduced the notion of rough ideals in a semigroup. B. Davvaz [4] introduced the notion of rough subring with respect to an ideal of a ring. O. Kazanci, B. Davvaz [9] discussed the structure on the rough prime (primary) ideals. In [15] , W. Zhang, W. Wu considered some other results. B. Davvaz [3] introduced T-rough set and T-rough homomorphism in a group. In [14] , S. Yamak, O. Kazanci, B. Davvaz introduced the generalized lower and upper approximation in a ring. S. B. Hosseini et al. [6, 7] introduced T-rough ideal in a semigroup and in a commutative ring. The rough set theory is an extension of set theory, in which a subset of a universe is described by a pair of ordinary sets called the lower and the upper approximations. The lower approximation of a given set is the union of all the equivalence classes which are subsets of the set, and the upper approximation is the union of all the equivalence classes which have a non-empty 
Set-valued Lie homomorphism and T -rough Lie subalgebra
In this section, we define the concept of a set-valued Lie homomorphism and give some important examples of a set-valued mapping. We also investigate some basic properties of the generalized lower and upper approximation operators in a Lie algebra. We generalize the rough Lie subalgebra called T -rough Lie subalgebra. We apply the notion of T -rough sets in a Lie algebra and extend some theorems which have been proved in [3, 4, 6, 7] .
Throughout in this section and the next, the set of all non-empty subsets of Y is denoted by 
Definition 2.5 Let F be a field. A Lie algebra over F is an F -vector space L , together with a bilinear map, the Lie bracket
satisfying the following properties: 
Here,
I L is a Lie algebra over F and its the Lie bracket defined by
be a Lie algebra homomorphism and ) ( :
The following corollaries are clear. 
is an ideal, we need to check 
is an ideal of L . 
Corollary 2.13 Let
The following example shows that in general, the converse of above relations do not hold:
Example 2.14 Let L be a commutative Lie algebra and
are Lie subalgebras of L .
Proof. The proof is straightforward.
be an isomorphism and
Proof. First, we show that 1 T is a well-defined mapping. Suppose
. On the other hand, we have )) ( ( ) (
be a Lie algebra isomorphism and let
On the other hand, f is onto, then there is
But f is one to one, so a u = . Hence we have )).
, and 
Generalized T -rough Lie algebras
In this section, we define a T -rough Lie algebra with respect to a Lie subalgebra of a Lie algebra, is called the generalized T -rough Lie algebra and study some of their appealing properties. 
Definition 3.1 Let A and B be two Lie subalgebras of
' L and ) ( : * ' L P L T  be a set-valued Lie homomorphism, then } ) ) ( ( | { = ) ( ; } ) ) ( ( | { = ) (         B A x T L x B U B A x T L x B) (i If A and B are two Lie subalgebras of ' L such that B A  , then ) (B L A T is Lie subalgebra of ; L ) (ii If A is an ideal of ' L and B is a Lie subalgebra of ' L , then ) (B U A T is Lie subalgebra of . L Proof. ) (i First, we show that ) (B L A T is a subspace. It is clear that ) ( 0 B L A T  . Now suppose that y x, be two elements of ) (B L A T and . F   If ) (B L x A T  , since A is a Lie subalgebra, hence A  0 then B x T  ) ( , so . ) ( B x T   On the other hand, . B A  Therefore B A x T   ) (  , and so . ) ( B A x T    Also B A y T   ) ( . Hence . ) ( ) ( B A y T x T     It deduces that B A y x T    ) ( . Therefore ) (B L y x A T    . Now we show that if ) ( , B L y x A T  , then ) ( ] , [ B L y x A T  . Since )} ( ), ( | ] , {[ = ] , [ y T b x T a b a y x T   , from ) (x T a  and ) ( y T b  , we have B a  and B b  , therefore B b a  ] , [ . It means that B y T b x T a b a    )} ( ), ( | ] , {[ , so B y x T  ] , . If       B A x T B U x A T ) ) ( ( ) ( and since ), (B U y A T  then     B A y T ) ) ( ( , so there exist ' L b a  , such that B A x T a    ) ) ( ( and B A y T b    ) ) ( ( . It implies that A x T A x T a     ) ( ) (     . On the other hand, B B a    , so B a   . It deduces that B A x T a    ) ) ( (   , since , ) ) ( ( B A y T b    therefore B A y x T b a      ) ) ( (   . It shows that      B A y x T ) ) ( (  . It follows ) (B U y x A T    . Now we show that if ) ( , B U y x A T  , then ) ( ] , [ B U y x A T  . Since ) (B U x A T  , then     B A x T ) ) ( ( , so there exists B A x T u    ) ) ( ( , and since ) (B U y A T  , then     B A y T ) ) ( ( so there exists B A x T v    ) ) ( ( . It implies that B v u  ] , [ . Let 1 1 = a x u  such that A a x T x   1 1 ), ( and 2 2 = a x v  such that A a y T x   2 2 ), ( , we have ] , [ = ] , [ 2 2 1 1 a x a x v u   . ] , [ ] , [ ] , [ ] , [ = 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 B a a x a a x x x     Since A is ideal of Lie algebra ' L , so A a a x a a x  ] , [ ], , [ ], , [ 2 1 2 1 2 1 . Hence we have B A y x T B y T x x T x A x x        ] , [ )} ( ), ( | ] , {[ 2 1 2 1      B A y x T ] , [= ) ( . for } ) ) ( ( | { = ) (      B A x T L x B U A T . = ) , ( = } {0} ) , ( } { | { = A F n b F n b x L x     
Now we have
T is a Lie algebra homomorphism 
Conclusion
In this work, the lower T -rough and upper T -rough Lie subalgebras are formulated in the context of Lie algebra theory. We introduced the notion of the set-valued Lie homomorphism and generalized
T -rough
Lie subalgebra in a Lie algebra which is an extended notion of Lie homomorphism and Lie subalgebra of a Lie algebra. We hope that this extended research may provide a powerful tool in approximate reasoning. We strongly believe that T -rough Lie algebra offered here will turn out to be more useful in the theory and applications of the rough sets.
